LABORATORY #12 -- BIOL 111
Evolution Board Game
The First Creature appeared on land. The Second followed. The First ate grass, The Second
became a predator. The First camouﬂaged itself, The Second developed keen eyesight.
The First escaped by water—The Predator learned to swim. The First hid in a burrow, the
Second had to eat roots. More and more animals appeared on Earth and food was
becoming in short supply... The eternal struggle between predator and prey for survival—
survival of the ﬁttest—this is “Evolution”.
“Evolution” the game is based on the theory of Charles Darwin. It allows players to create
their own species of animals with their own abilities while ﬁghting to control the one
important resource—food. By regulating the population of your creatures, obtaining new
useful abilities and ﬁghting oﬀ opponents, you must survive till the end of the game and
stand at the head of the food chain.
At the beginning all players receive 6 cards; with them you can either create a creature
or place an ability on an already created one: for example make it huge or poisonous, a
swimmer, or burrower .
The game is turn-based and each turn is divided into separate phases:
1. Players create creatures and apply abilities to them;
2. With the help of a dice the amount of food is decided;
3. Players, turn-by-turn take food tokens from the pile to feed their creatures: some need
only one, while others, depending on their abilities may require two, three or even more to
satisfy their hunger;
4. Animals that are not completely fed will starve and become extinct. Some creatures
will be eaten by carnivores at the table. The completely fed animals survive and grant
their player more cards to create new creatures and new abilities.
Once the deck is empty everyone counts their points. Points are awarded for each
creature that survived and for each ability on them. The winner is the one who creates
the most balanced ecosystem.
Procedure
Every table becomes a team. I will show you a YouTube video explaining how to play.
The game’s instructions are included below for reference. We’ll all play an experimental
game first to learn how to play. This should last about 10 min. The team will then play one
or two full games. When these game(s) are ﬁnished, prepare your report
Helpful Instructional Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzDigM1vcNU

Name_________________________
Requirements Lab 12
1. On the back of this page, describe the most successful ecosystem (from the winner).
Explain how the traits utilized made it the most successful. (10 pts) Note---this is worth 10 of
your 15 points!

2. Why do carnivores require more food than “ordinary” critters? Why do critters with
parasites require more food than “ordinary” critters? (1 pt)

3. Give two reasons why parasites and carnivores are necessary to maintain a healthy
ecosystem. (1 pt)

4. How does the game correspond with the idea of Natural Selection (differential survival
and/or reproduction)? ( 3 pts)

